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ANIMAL DOWSING LABELS SET

We have created a set of 26 physical labels to work on Animal Dowsing with the Metutelet 
pendulum (also called the Hebrew Pendulum as coined by French Dowser Pierre Heli)  and 
help  our  animal  companions  in  the  main  vital  challenges  they  face  in  their  lives.

The set is accompanied by a PDF Manual where we explain the possible uses of each of the  
labels and we also provide a set of dowsing sheets to select the ideal labels in the context of a 
session and obtain other information. We remind those who purchase this set that its use is 
never  a  substitute  for  the  veterinary  care  required  by  our  animal  companions.  Animal 
dowsing is only a complement and occasional help that we can offer to our friends, while 
providing them with the professional care they need.

More information: Animal Dowsing set of labels PDF English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/animal-dowsing-set-of-labels/


DOWSING MANUAL TRAUMA BONDS

In this manual we address an aspect of the toxic relationships that people can experience as a 
result  of  traumatic  experiences.  These  links  that  often  occur  in  cases  of  “victims”  and 
“perpetrators”  of  abuse  can  be  found  at  the  root  of  the  difficulties  that  we  sometimes 
encounter  in  resolving  at  a  dowsing  level  energetic  blockages  that  prevent  people  from 
freeing  themselves  and  moving  forward  fully  without  scourges.  passed.
The manual in PDF and in English, is accompanied by a dowsing sheet, also in PDF to be 
able to navigate through the answers to the questions of the Protocol that we find in the 
appendix of the manual.

More information: Dowsing and Trauma  Bonds Manual
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/dowsing-trauma-bonds-manual/


NEW SERIES: DOWSING RELATIONSHIPS

We have started a new Series of PDF manuals titled Dowsing  Relationships where we hope 
to address the main dynamics that we find in our relationships from therapeutic dowsing. 
We open the series with the Relationship with the mother, considering that it is She who 
opens the way for us to our physical incarnation and all people, born “naturally” on this 
planet, have gone through a mother to incarnate. In honor of her, we open this series by 
analyzing the importance of the maternal figure and offering inspiration to work with the 
dynamics that often arise in dowsing sessions when we work on the relationship between 
children and adults, and their mothers.

The Manual contains a dowsing protocol and a series of lists in the Appendix to find the 
answers we need when analyzing this essential link. The manual also accompanies a dowsing 
sheet with several pages to navigate through the information provided in the manual.

More information  Dowsing Relationships: The mother, PDF English + Dowsing sheet of 
charts also in PDF
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/dowsing-relationships-the-mother/
https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/dowsing-relationships-the-mother/


DOWSING SHEET HO’ OPONOPONO

With this tripe sheet (3 pages) we wanted to facilitate dowsing work with Ho' oponopono, 
the Hawaiian process of pacification of relationships spread in modern times by Morrnah 
Simeona and Dr Ihaleakala. The sheet includes modern formulations that are incorporated 
into  this  therapeutic  and  spiritual  process  as  the  main  healing  trigger words  that  have 
become more popular today due to their use.

More information Dowsing sheet and Ho'' oponopono, PDF, English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/ho-oponopono-dowsing-chart/


DOWSING SHEET SELF ESTEEM

We have  created  a  quadruple  sheet  (4  pages)  to  make  it  easier  for  those  who work  in 
therapeutic dowsing to analyze the self-esteem levels of their clients, as well as to search for 
the information they need to be able to prepare their  session in the most effective way 
possible, thank you to the options provided by the sheet. This sheet is complementary and 
not the same as the information collected in our Dowsing Key 5 titled Dowsing Protocol 
for a Healthy Self-Esteem.

More information: Dowsing sheet Self Esteem, PDF, English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/self-esteem-dowsing-chart-pdf/


DOWSING SHEET FORGIVENESS

The absence of forgiveness and/or the difficulties of achieving peace through forgiveness are 
often at the root of many crystallizations or energetic blockages that harm our relationships 
with ourselves and others. In this triple sheet (3 pages) we seek to offer information to help 
in dowsing sessions to detect the causes, consequences and other pertinent information to 
facilitate emotional release through the path of forgiveness.

More information: Dowsing and forgiveness sheet, in PDF,  English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/forgiveness-chart/


DOWSING SHEET FOOD AND NUTRITION

The purpose  of  this  5-page  sheet  is  to  help  detect  deficiencies,  needs,  incompatibilities 
regarding our diet and nutrition and to be able to select different parameters regarding it, 
such as cooking options, main diets, fasting. , supplementary support etc.

More information: Food and nutrition sheet, in PDF, English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/foodchart/


THE BODY ELEMENTAL PENDULUM 

We have created this pendulum with BAJ to help the Elemental of the body, that primal 
force that watches over our body to keep us healthy and balanced but from the elemental 
power of the body.

The pendulum is accompanied by a basic manual in PDF English
More information: The Body Elemental pendulum
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/the-body-elemental-pendulum/


OPEN PATHS PENDULUM

We have created this pendulum with BAJ to facilitate the process of energetically opening 
paths when we experience resistance in our life. The pendulum is accompanied by a basic 
manual in PDF, English. The pendulum has the words “Open paths” written on its base.

More information: Open Paths Pendulum 
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/openpaths/


MERIDIANS PENDULUM

A creation of Pura Presencia manufactured by BAJ to work specifically with the meridians 
of  the  human subtle  body.  The Pendulum can work in  synergy  with  the  Dowsing  and 
Meridians Sheet that we sell separately, in PDF, English.

The pendulum is accompanied by a basic manual in PDF, English

More information Meridians Pendulum
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/the-meridians-pendulum/


DOWSING KEY 11: CLINGING TO MY OLD SELF

In this manual we address a concept that Yeshua, ( Jesus) inspired us regarding the old man, 
our old self. It is a very interesting concept that can shed a lot of light on the nature of some 
of the dynamics that most resist us in our dowsing sessions.

More information: Dowsing Key 11:  Clinging to My Old Self, PDF English
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/dowsing-key-11-clinging-to-the-old-self/


TESTIMONIALS

We receive testimonies from you and we wanted to share the most recent ones that we have 
considered to be of general circulation. We use initials to respect the person's privacy.

Dowsing Relationships Series Manual: the relationship with the mother

The manual has borne fruit, it will help many people, thank you very much. A.C.A Barcelona

General testimonial about our manuals

“I was reading the latest manuals that I have bought and  I published an image in my 
instagram  story  (telling how good your manuals are)  because I found them fascinating, 
although the truth is that they all seem that way to me. I am always left with the feeling of how 
in so few pages there can be so much and so much. valuable information. Thank you so much for  
sharing, you don't know how much your manuals make work easier.”/Maria R
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LEVEL 1 Mental Dowsing, Vibratory radiesthesia pendulum healing  Online course

Hello, good morning, I love the course I am doing, it is the first level of dowsing. Looking at 
your page makes me want to buy all the manuals. O. Burgos.

Pendulums general testimonials

 “I would like to tell you that the way your pendulums work is incredible. If I already liked the 
first one they let me experiment with with The Roses pendulum, I am very surprised at the 
strength they have. Thanks for these pendulums. “They are spectacularly helpful.” Lorena, Spain

 
I hope you are well- Sending you lots of blessings- I am always so grateful for all your work.
Love “ , Talia, Lebanon.

Exor pendulum

“Good afternoon, first of all, thank you for your work, the EXOR pendulum has changed my  
life!! tell you that I am not an expert in dowsing and despite this, I have been able to verify the  
power of your creations, in this case, the EXOR pendulum

After years of searching for healing, cleanings, training in various energy therapies, nothing,  
nothing, solved my problem of what began as insomnia due to work stress. He had managed to  
partially  rest,  although  without  much  progress.  My  rest  was  not  restful.  On  the  
recommendation of  a therapist,  since I  needed cleanings  very often,  I  purchased the EXOR  
pendulum.

At first  I  used it  only when I felt  that some low vibration energy was affecting me, until  I  
thought... why wait, maybe if I do daily maintenance..…

And voila!!! Magic emerged!!! Since then my rest is restful, deep, I wake up rested and renewed.  
The pendulum in maintenance harmonizes chakras, seals the aura and raises the vibration of  
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the aura, as far as I have been able to verify. So all I have left to do is THANK YOU and  
THANK YOU again for your work.

I won't separate myself from him!!

Thank you thank you thank you!!!
Ana Belen, Spain

More information EXOR pendulum

ESSENE SET OF LABELS, RAHMA

“Yesterday I received the Essene labels. I haven't tried them yet, but I can simply tell you that 
JUST reading the manual, underlining the sections, touching the book, I have a state of 
PEACE that is impressive and magical. I have connected with that energy just by reading.
How strong." Mónica, Madrid.

More information:Essene Set of labels, Rahma for Metutelet pendulum
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/exor-pendulum/
https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/catalogue/rahma-the-essene-set-of-labels/


DOWSING CALENDAR, APRIL 

Wishing you a happy dowsing practice this month! You can download our  2024 Dowsing 
Calendar  through this LINK
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https://www.baj-pendulos.com/en/dowsing-calendar-2024/


 

 
-

Wishing you a great dowsing practice for the highest good of all. In the Christian tradition 
there is a saying about prayer. Whenever your prayers seems not to have been answered, it is 
most likely that what you´ve asked for has served the purpose of helping another Soul in 
much more  need than you or  yours.  In  dowsing,  remember  that  anything you heal  on 
yourself or your clients, anything you discover, uncover or dig out is also available for the 
entire  collective.  We  are  not  islands,  it  is  about  time  that  we  remember  our  common 
brotherhood and sisterhood. Many blessings,
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